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Reversibly programmable liquid crystal elastomer microparticles (LCEMPs), formed as a 

covalent adaptable network (CAN), with an average diameter of 7 m  2 m, were 

synthesized via a thiol-Michael dispersion polymerization. The particles were programmed 

to a prolate shape via a photoinitiated addition-fragmentation chain-transfer (AFT) 

exchange reaction by activating the AFT after undergoing compression. Due to the 

thermotropic nature of the AFT-LCEMPs, shape switching was driven by heating the 

particles above their nematic-isotropic phase transition temperature (TNI). The programmed 

particles subsequently displayed cyclable two-way shape switching from prolate to spherical 

when at low or high temperatures, respectively. Furthermore, the shape programming is 

reversible, and a second programming step was done to erase the prolate shape by initiating 

AFT at high temperature while the particles were in their spherical shape. Upon cooling, the 

particles remained spherical until additional programming steps were taken. Particles were 

also programmed to maintain a permanent oblate shape. Additionally, the particle surface 
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was programmed with a diffraction grating, demonstrating programmable complex surface 

topography via AFT activation.

Microparticles have been the subject of significant research efforts due their incorporation 

into a wide range of applications including cosmetics, drug therapy, optics, and adsorption, 

amongst others.1-5 Numerous methodologies exist for generating microparticles and a key 

objective in related research has been overcoming the static nature of microparticle geometry. 

Shape changing microparticles are of growing interest since dynamic control over geometry 

facilitates integration into a wider range of applications demanding optical dynamics, tunable 

adhesion, rheological control, and micromechanical actuation.6-9

Beyond typical one-way shape switching phenomena, two-way shape switching materials 

are desirable for their inherent ability to change between different shapes without requiring 

repeated, direct mechanical deformation events. Shape switching microparticles often rely on pre-

alignment, or biased regions of mismatched properties, to achieve shape changes upon application 

of a stimulus.10-12 A common method to generate shape switching particles is to embed them in a 

film and strain that film, which deforms the particles. Such a strain is often followed by a secondary 

programming process, possibly involving additional reactions, to stabilize this shape.10,13,14 

Although this method is effective for achieving shape switching particles, harvesting the 

programmed particles for desired application involves additional steps to embed particles in a 

matrix and subsequently remove the matrix and recover the programmed particles. 

Recently, the unique optical and phase changing properties of liquid crystals (LCs) have 

been integrated into liquid crystal microparticle (LCMP) systems.15-18 LCMPs demonstrating two-

way shape switching behavior have been investigated, but the fabrication methods have challenges 
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in scalability, or generate nanoparticles with size-limitations.19-22 Some demonstrations of two-

way shape switching liquid crystal elastomer microparticles (LCEMPs) use radical based 

polymerizations mediated by microfluidic set-ups to generate particles with pre-alignment of the 

LC mesogens, enabling inherent shape switching capabilities.16,23,24 In LCEMPs, a physical pre-

alignment of mesogens tethered to a polymer network define one of two accessible particle 

geometries. When the particles are heated past their nematic-isotropic phase transition temperature 

(TNI), the polymer network contracts parallel to the alignment director and expands perpendicular 

to the alignment director, thus accessing the second geometry. Temperature modulation enables 

repeated switching between geometries, resulting in a two-way shape switching capable 

material.25,26 These LCEMPs are crosslinked materials, yet microfluidic systems have challenges 

with regard to scaling up. Recently, Schenning and coworkers reported a facile dispersion 

polymerization method to generate scalable, programmable LCEMPs.10 Their method utilizes a 

thiol-Michael dispersion polymerization, which eliminates the need for microfluidic equipment or 

the oxygen controlled environments radical based polymerizations require.27-29 To program these 

LCEMPs, Schenning and coworkers deform the particles embedded in a film, aligning the LC 

mesogens into a new prolate or oblate particle shape. Next, they use a second stage polymerization 

to alter the chemical composition, thus permanently crosslinking these particles into the deformed 

shape below the TNI, an approach which has previously been demonstrated in bulk liquid crystal 

elastomers (LCEs).
26

 Temporary recovery of the original spherical shape is achieved by heating 

past the TNI. This system is the most viable approach to a scalable system achieving switchable 

particle geometries but requires particle crosslink density to be permanently altered during shape 

programming, which lacks a capacity for re-programmability.
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Reported here is a facile means to generate and program LCEMPs comprised of a covalent 

adaptable network (CAN) into permanent or reprogrammable shapes, achieving two-way shape 

switching capabilities. By employing a CAN, a typical static polymer network is rendered dynamic 

upon application of the appropriate stimulus.30,31 The dynamic network acts to relieve stress, 

imparted through a straining event, by reconfiguring the network and allowing it to trend towards 

a thermodynamic equilibrium through exchangeable crosslinks. A variety of stimuli exist for 

network reconfiguration of CAN-based LCE materials, including thermal activation of vitrimers; 

however, in the work reported here, light activation is used to decouple the thermotropic LC phase 

transition from the programming stimulus.32,33 A reversibly programmable and two-way shape 

switching mechanism has been demonstrated in a light activated CAN-based bulk LCE, as reported 

by McBride et al., but this mechanism has not previously been demonstrated in micron-scale LC 

particles.34  Furthermore, Non-LC CAN-based particles have been reported that do not switch 

shape, unlike the system reported here that has two-way shape switching capabilities due to the 

LCE character of the particles.35 Reported here, a thiol-Michael dispersion polymerization is used 

to generate CAN-based LCEMPs, which alleviates the aforementioned challenges of scale-up and 

oxygen sensitivity identified in microfluidic and radical-based precipitation polymerizations. The 

CAN mechanism utilized is mediated by a light initiated addition-fragmentation chain-transfer 

(AFT) reaction, where the crosslink density of the network remains unchanged throughout the 

duration of the programming steps following polymerization.30,31 Once AFT-LCEMPs are 

programmed to a new shape, the original spherical shape of the particle is recovered and/or further 

altered in subsequent programming steps, limited only by the amount of photoinitiator available 

in the system. Particles were also programmed to have a complex surface topography. 
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The AFT-LCEMPs reported here were generated by thiol-Michael dispersion 

polymerization.  The monomers used to generate the AFT-LCEMPs include the following: a 

polymerizable diacrylate liquid crystal RM82, a tetra-thiol crosslinker pentaerythritol tetrakis (3-

mercaptopropionate) (PETMP), an exchangeable moiety the allyl dithiol (ADT), and the surfactant 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) (Figure 1a). The AFT exchange reaction chosen requires an 

exchangeable moiety, in this system, the allyl sulfide functionality that is achieved by the ADT 

monomer. By embedding this exchangeable moiety in the network backbone, the covalent 

crosslinks are altered from static to dynamic upon photoinitiation of a radical species, which 

generates a cascading bond exchange reaction facilitated by the allyl sulfide functionality of the 

exchangeable moiety during light exposure to relieve stress in the network, while maintaining the 

crosslink density during the exchange reaction (Figure 1b).30,31 The monomers were added to a 

MeOH/DCM mixture, with a slight excess of the thiol crosslinker, in the following monomer 

ratios; PETMP:ADT:RM82 1.05:2:4. A slight excess of the thiol crosslinker was used to increase 

the acrylate conversion so as to eliminate acrylate polymerization in the second step, which 

requires light initiation of a radical species to start the bond exchange reaction for shape 

programming. Secondary acrylate polymerizations are used in dual cure methods from 

aforementioned programming techniques, but here the reaction mechanism for programming relies 

on covalent bond exchange instead of a secondary polymerization. PVP was used to stabilize 

microparticle formation and finally, triethylamine (TEA) was added to catalyze the thiol-Michael 

reaction, which was allowed to run overnight (Figure 1c).

 This polymerization yielded AFT-LCEMPs with an average diameter (Dn) of 7 m  2 

m and a coefficient of variance (CV) of 31 %, as calculated by equation (1),

                                                (1)𝐶𝑉% =
𝑆𝐷
𝐷𝑛

∗ 100
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where the standard deviation (SD) is divided by Dn. Particle size distribution is reported in further 

detail by the bar graph included in Figure S1.  A glass transition (Tg) of -8.5 °C was determined 

by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) on dried particles, indicating that the material is 

rubbery at room temperature and well-suited for manual deformation (Figure S2). DSC also 

indicated a TNI of 115 °C. After the polymerization was complete, the particles were washed and 

observed under optical microscopy (OM) and polarized optical microscopy (POM), displaying the 

characteristic birefringence of polydomain LC alignment (Figure 1d,e). Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) was also performed on the as-polymerized particles, seen in Figure 1f and g.  

The AFT-LCEMPs were then programmed to have two-way shape switching capabilities. 

To program the two-way shape switching of the AFT-LCEMPs, particles were processed 

following the programming scheme seen in Figure 2a. First, particles were deposited on a glass 

slide and compressed manually by a second piece of glass (superstrate) at room temperature, 

resulting in a prolate shape (Figure 2b, S3). This shape is often seen in actuatable LCEMPs due 

to the directed re-orientation of LC mesogens by the deformation mechanism.10,16 Observed in the 

corresponding POM images is the change in birefringence from spherical particles, exhibiting a 

consistent blue hue (Figure 1e), to the prolate shaped particles, exhibiting significant variation of 

color (Figure 2b, S4a), indicating the change in LC alignment associated with the change in shape. 

Birefringence disappears as prolate particles are angled 45 degrees to the cross-polarizers, 

indicating a skewed alignment along the long axis of the particle, with some remaining 

birefringence seen near the tips where alignment is constrained by particle geometry (Figure S4b). 

There are several factors which may contribute to the deformed particle shape including crosslink 

density, particle size, and LC phase that are not systematically explored here and remain open 

questions regarding the degrees of control afforded by these AFT-LCEMPs.
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Next, the glass used for compression was removed and the particles were found to maintain 

their deformed shape due to soft elasticity arising from the LC mesogen reorientation.36 A bulk 

LCE analog was fabricated to generate a stress-strain profile representative of the particle material 

properties (Figure S5). The soft elasticity is exhibited by the decrease in stress starting at about 

35 % strain, indicative of the LC mesogen reorientation. It is also important to note that the stress-

strain profile for a spherical particle might be somewhat altered due to shape confinement in 

contrast to the rectangularly shaped bulk LCE analog used for analysis. The AFT reaction acts to 

relieve stress on the crosslinks generated from the strain deformation event, which in this study is 

compression of the particle network. Compression at room temperature shifts the polydomain LC 

mesogen alignment towards a global alignment, yielding the observed prolate particle shape. 

After compression, the sample is irradiated with low wavelength light, used to initiate the 

AFT exchange reaction via the photoinitiator 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) 

and/or Irgacure 819 as indicated in the supplementary information (SI), which are swollen into the 

particle after polymerization. Two initiators with different absorbance profiles were used to 

increase the amount of accessible initiator for programming cycles. The bond exchange facilitated 

by AFT relaxes the stresses applied to the particle, and this new LC alignment is stabilized without 

altering the crosslink density due to the exchange-based relaxation mechanism.30,31 Using light to 

initiate the exchange reaction decouples this programming step from the temperature dependent 

LC phase behavior of the particles, giving control over the conditions under which programming 

and actuation occur. Following this programming step, the particles were heated past their TNI of 

115 °C to 120 °C, and the original spherical shape was recovered (Figure 2c, S6b). A near-

isotropic phase is confirmed by corresponding POM images with nearly complete absence of 

birefringence. Due to the programmed LC alignment at room temperature in the LC phase, as the 
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particles move through their LC phase transition to the isotropic phase, they experience a 

contraction parallel to the aligned director, and expansion perpendicular to the director, returning 

them to a spherical shape, which is characteristic of shape changing LCEs.25,34 Upon cooling back 

to the LC phase at room temperature, the particles return to their prolate programmed shape 

(Figure 2b, S6a). 

Thermally cycling the programmed particles reliably cycles the particles through a prolate 

shape in the low-temperature LC phase to a spherical shape in the high-temperature isotropic phase 

(Figure 2b,c), as quantified by the aspect ratio. Aspect ratio, or the ratio of an objects’ length to 

its width, was measured from OM using ImageJ to analyze the change in shape from the prolate 

shape in the LC phase to the spherical shape in the isotropic phase, upon thermally cycling the 

particles multiple times after programming (Figure 2d). The aspect ratio was calculated using the 

following equation:

                            (2)𝐴𝑅 =
𝑑2

𝑑1

where d1 represents the particle short axis and d2 represents the particle long axis.20 After 

programming and thermal cycling, the particles measured in the LC phase achieved an average 

aspect ratio of 1.89 with 90 %  4 % shape fixity, which describes the relatively high aspect ratio 

of the prolate shape observed in OM and SEM. Particles measured in the isotropic phase displayed 

an average aspect ratio of 1.1 with 95 %  4 % shape recovery from an un-programmed spherical 

particle, corresponding to the spherical shape they temporarily exhibit. In comparison, initially 

polymerized un-programmed particles exhibit an average aspect ratio of 1.  

A variety of control experiments were performed to establish that AFT programming in 

this study relies on the presence of the AFT moiety, and photoinitiator coupled with light exposure 

to activate the exchange. In the first control, AFT-LCEMPs were not swollen with photoinitiator, 
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but were still compressed to a prolate shape, irradiated with light, and thermally cycled past the 

TNI. These AFT-LCEMPs returned to their initial spherical shape with the aspect ratio returning to 

1, demonstrating the need for photoinitiator to program the prolate shape (Figure S7a,b). In 

parallel, non-AFT capable LCEMPs were swollen with photoinitiator, compressed to the prolate 

shape, irradiated with light, and thermally cycled past the TNI, again returning to their initial 

spherical shape with an aspect ratio of 1, demonstrating the need for the AFT moiety (Figure 

S7c,d). In an additional control, no light exposure and no photoinitiator were used, but the particles 

were compressed to the prolate shape and thermally cycled past the TNI, returning to their initial 

spherical shape, both returning to an aspect ratio of 1, demonstrating the need of photoinitiator 

coupled with light exposure for programming (Figure S8a,b and c,d). Shape recovery back to an 

aspect ratio of 1 eliminates the possibility of substrate adhesion being an issue for prolate to 

spherical shape recovery on glass substrates. All controls, regardless of initiator content, were pre-

irradiated with light to ensure any excess acrylate and thiol were reacted and thus controls were 

started under the same conditions (Figure S9). 

To demonstrate the re-programmability of the AFT-LCEMPs, a 3-stage programming 

series was performed.  Particles underwent the same programming procedure described above to 

achieve the reversible prolate-to-spherical shape switching, designated by the 1st Stage at 

Temperature Step 1 of Figure 2e. The particles pictured at Temperature Step 1 of Figure 2e have 

been compressed and irradiated with light at room temperature. The programmed particles are 

thermally cycled past their TNI, with the corresponding particle images from Temperature Step 2 

and 3 (Figure 2e) being the new switchable prolate and spherical shapes, respectively. The prolate 

shape has an average aspect ratio of 1.87, with a shape fixity of 93 %  2 % from the initial 

compressed prolate shape.
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The programmed prolate shaped particles then underwent light exposure at high 

temperature, to erase the prolate shape and return to a permanent spherical shape, as performed in 

the 2nd Stage at Temperature Step 4 (Figure 2e, S10). In the 1st Stage, programming to the prolate 

shape, the network was reconfigured such that it is in a nearly stress-free thermodynamic 

equilibrium at room temperature. Upon heating past the LC phase transition to 120 °C, the 

movement of LC mesogens and polymer chains back to an entropically driven sphere puts stress 

on the reconfigured network. The particles at high temperature were exposed to light to reprogram 

this spherical shape by allowing relaxation of the stress generated in the network at high 

temperature. Upon cooling back to room temperature, the particles maintained the spherical shape 

with an average aspect ratio of 1.1 and 88 %  5 % spherical shape recovery as compared to an 

initially polymerized un-programmed spherical particle, as displayed at Temperature Steps 5 and 

7 (Figure 2e). Cooling and heating cycles shown at Temperature Steps 4 through 8 (Figure 2e) 

demonstrate significant recovery of the spherical shape after stress relaxation, although not 100 %, 

which is attributed to insufficient stress relaxation to completely erase the prolate shape, resulting 

from either the depletion of the necessary photoinitiator or insufficient light exposure. 

To demonstrate one more programming iteration, the re-programmed spherical particles 

underwent a final programming event, back to a prolate shape, by manual compression and light 

irradiation at room temperature, performed in the 3rd Stage at Temperature Step 9 (Figure 2e, S11). 

After thermal cycling past the TNI, displayed at Temperature Step 11 (Figure 2e), the particles 

exhibited an average aspect ratio of 1.4, with 82 %  2 % shape fixity from the initially compressed 

prolate shape at Temperature Step 9 (Figure 2e). This new prolate shape consistently cycles shape 

between the aspect ratios recorded at Temperature Steps 10 and 11 (Figure 2e). 
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Variables contributing to the programmability of the particles include photoinitiator 

concentration, achievable applied strain, temperature, and duration of light exposure, which were 

not systematically studied here. This behavior has been studied in bulk AFT-LCEs reported by 

McBride et al., and little deviation from that qualitative behavior would be expected in these 

microparticles.34 The strain applied to the particles varied from 20 % to 40 % strain, a result of 

particle size polydispersity, so the fixity is reported for the particles from their initial deformed 

shape to their new permanent shape after thermally cycling, with an effort to analyze particles of 

similar sizes and strains. About 67 %  1 % of particles casted were successfully deformed and 

programmed, while 32 %  3 % remained un-deformed and un-programmed due to lack of contact 

with the superstrate, with these particles being 4 microns or smaller. There was no noticeable 

threshold on size dependence for shape switching capabilities, with the limiting factor being 

particle contact with the superstrate to result in deformation.

To access more particle geometries, AFT-LCEMPs were programmed by nanoimprint 

lithography (NIL). NIL allows for controlled heating and light irradiation during compression.  

NIL was used to achieve a permanent oblate shape configuration. Particles swollen with 

photoinitiator were deposited on silicon, heated past their TNI to 140 °C, and subjected to 

compression with a flat glass superstrate at this high temperature, yielding an oblate shape. The 

particles being in their isotropic phase, now deform into an oblate shape with LC mesogens and 

polymer chains having more mobility to deform at high temperature. The particles were exposed 

to light at high temperature under compression to activate the AFT bond exchange and were then 

cooled to ambient, achieving a permanent oblate shape (Figure 3a). Atomic Force Microscopy 

(AFM) was done to confirm the height profile and aspect ratio of the particles, with a 15:3 length 

to height ratio (Figure 3b).
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Furthering the application possibilities of AFT-LCEMPs for photonics or rheological 

control, particles were programmed to have a switchable complex surface topography, aided by 

the AFT exchange. The particle surface was patterned with a line grating by NIL, substituting the 

flat superstrate for one with a diffraction grating of 833 nm periodicity. Undergoing compression 

at 140 °C during light exposure, with 5-micron spacers dispersed on the substrate surface to control 

compression, the particles yield a line-patterned surface topography at high temperature, as 

determined by AFM (Figure 4a). AFM of a particle cross-section indicates that the imprinting 

yields about 150  60 nm deep surface features, which is about 75 % of the depth of the 200 nm 

deep grooves in the mold (Figure S12). Due to the curved particle shape, the average pattern depth 

was calculated from measurements taken towards the center of the particle surface. Upon cooling 

below the TNI to 35 °C, the patterned surface is disrupted (Figure 4b). Heating the particles above 

the TNI recovers the imprinted pattern, creating a switchable complex surface (Figure 4c). 

Alternately, imprinting done without spacers yields a complex surface topography below the TNI 

(Figure S13). NIL has been studied on AFT capable materials, specifically on bulk AFT-LCEs as 

reported by McBride et al., and separately on non-LC AFT-particles as reported by Cox et al., but 

has not been reported for AFT-LCEMPs before.34,35 Influences which may contribute to 

controlling the surface topography are material properties including particle size and shape, 

chemical composition, temperature, irradiation, and applied strain. Complex surface topography 

of microparticles often occurs during polymerization, modulated by polymerization conditions, 

monomer content, or deswelling, whereas in this study, the surface topography is modified post-

polymerization at the users’ discretion.17,37,38 These complex surface topographies are 

advantageous for photonics and controlling surface adhesion or rheological behavior. 
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Conclusions

Reported here is a facile and scalable means to achieve reversibly programmable AFT-

LCEMPs via a thiol-Michael dispersion polymerization. Undergoing a light-initiated 

programming event, the particles were programmed to be two-way shape switching capable by 

irradiating particles that had been compressed into a prolate shape with light to initiate AFT bond 

exchange. This exchange relieved stress in the network to achieve a low temperature prolate shape. 

Upon heating and cooling, these particles cyclically transitioned between spherical and prolate, 

respectively. Furthermore, these two-way shape switching particles were shown to be reversibly 

programmable by irradiating the particles at high temperature, while in their temporary spherical 

shape, to return them to their original permanent spherical shape. The particles were also 

programmed to achieve a permanent oblate shape, and separately, the surface was programmed 

with a switchable diffraction grating, demonstrating control over the surface topography. The 

particles are reusable due to their AFT re-programmability and can be re-swollen with 

photoinitiator to facilitate additional programming events. These AFT-LCEMPs have potential 

applications in micro-actuation, photonics, or surface control, which can be made adaptable at the 

users’ discretion.
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Figure 1: a.) Monomers and surfactant for the thiol-Michael dispersion polymerization (1) 

PETMP, (2) ADT the AFT moiety, (3) RM82, (4) PVP surfactant b.) AFT exchange mechanism. 

Crosslink density is maintained due to the exchange type mechanism where a radical adds into the 

exchangeable moiety before a sulfide bond is broken. c.) Thiol-Michael dispersion polymerization 

scheme with catalyst TEA added to start the reaction. AFT-LCEMPs as polymerized d.) Optical 

microscopy e.) Polarized optical microscopy f.) g.) SEM. 
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Figure 2: a.) Schematic of programming particles and shape switching behavior of particles after 

programming. b.) Particles after programming displaying a prolate shape at room temperature (top) 

OM (bottom) POM c.) Particles at 120 °C recovering their temporary spherical shape and 

appearing almost fully isotropic in POM with birefringence almost completely gone. d.) Aspect 

ratio plot for particles undergoing temperature cycles and switching shape from prolate to 

spherical. Dashed line for ease of viewing. e.) Aspect ratio plot of particles undergoing three 

programming steps: 1st Stage - Particles pictured after compression and irradiated with light, 

programmed to the prolate shape at Temp. Step 1. Particles cycle shape between Temp. Step 2 and 

3. 2nd Stage - Particles undergo a re-programming step, light exposure at high temperature, back 

to the spherical shape at Temp. Step 4. 3rd Stage - Particles undergo a final programming step, 

particles pictured after compression and irradiated with light, programmed back to the prolate 

shape at Temp. Step 9. Particles cycle shape between Temp. Step 10 and 11. Dashed line for ease 

of viewing.

  

Figure 3: a.) SEM of particles after undergoing NIL, run with a flat superstrate under compression 

at 140 °C to program a permanent oblate shape b.) AFM of an oblate programmed particle 

displaying the flat particle aspect ratio of 15:3 length to height ratio. 
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Figure 4: a.) AFM of multiple particles imaged at 125 °C displaying the patterned surface 

topography incurred by NIL programming, compressed at 140 °C using a diffraction grating mold 

as the superstrate. b.) AFM of a particle surface imaged at 35 °C displaying pattern disruption c.) 

AFM of the same particle surface imaged at 125 °C displaying pattern recovery. Axes for b.) and 

c.) are in m as indicated by b.).
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